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MR. NESSEN: We have Governor Askew of Florida,
and Governor Holshouser of North, Carolina, and Governor
Waller of Mississippi, and Governor Wallace.
. Governor As~ew has a plane to catch, and he
is already late for it. He needs to go in abQ~t five
minutes, and,I think,theotbers can spend.moretime
and I can give you som~ information from ,my, notes.
,

'1

...

GOVERNOR ASKEW: I wanted to share .with yo~
that I thought this was a very productive meeting with
the Presid.ent. It is the first time, thai:' I ,really
had an oppor.tunity in ap infol"lIl4l sett ing to try to
have an exchange about ,the,pro1;>lems of the State with.
the Federal Government, and in' particular, talk about
some of the problems facing the Nation both in the
field of energy,. as well as economics.
.

'

I am very pleased to have had.this opportunity.
I found that the President was receptive, certainly,to,
suggestiol1.' I particularly feel that it is impQrtant
as an economic stimulus to the States to reduce or to
release this year's impounded fund, and in the inter....
state system, which I think would be an immediate stimulus
to the economy of,each on~·of the States.
Q

How much is that?

GOVERNOR ASKEW: Totally, $1.2 billion. -In
Florida you would be talking about this year $43
million, a way of putting money immediately back into
the economy and into the private enterprise system that
in turn wou~d produce jobs as well as some taxes in turn.
MORE
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Q Governor, is there any concern that this
type of' spending would not be consistent with energy
conservation; asphalt,ericiouraging 'driving, et cetera?
GOVERNOR ASKEW: I don't think so. I think
when you recognize that by just increasing gasoline
a. lot of the States have suffered a loss in volume in
revenue, and this would be'a' way of trying to hold
together a lot of the construction firms where the
bidding at this point is fairly low.
think it would be a good way to stimulate
the economy to do something that you are otherwise
determined by law to do anyway in terms of completion
of the system.
I

Q Governor, what was the President's
reaction to this suggestion?

GOVERNOR ASKEW: Let me say I do not think
the President, nor could a Governor, immediately give
you an exact answer, but I certainly do believe he
will take it seriously. Jim Lynn was there, the new
OMB Director, and I think it will be very carefully
considered.

Q

Governor Askew, what do you think'of
the President's energy proposal?
GOVERNOR ASKEW: I think that the program
he haS proposed is a very viable alternative to try
to meet the energy problems of the Nation. I,
personally am still waiting some for the spe'cifies on
it, but I think it is important that it be given a
very fair chance.
'think that it would be wrong to precipi
tously try to judge it before such time as you
.
received or understood fully the impact of some6f
the options you are going to have to try to go with.
I

think we have to understand first that '
almost any program that could be introduced is going
to require sacrifice, and I think once we understand
and I think we have to understand some of the other
programs that may be suggested as an alternative to
the President's program might be:a great deal more
undesirable than that which has been recommended.
I

Q

What about the idea of gas rationing?

GOVERNOR ASKEW: I personally would not
want gasoline rationing except as an absolute last
resort.
MORE
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Q Can you tell us ,whether there was some
sort of co"nsEmstis among the Governors on beefing up
the PreSident's
plan?
,
'

GOVERNOR ASKEW: No, there was nO,t, 'and
the President in no way really tried to elicit sucih a
response. Of course, the other Govepnors can speak
for themselves, but I frankly thought that~t was a
very free discussion, and in no' way was there really
an attempt to s~y~: won't you help us sell our program.
Obviou~ly,

the President is interested in"
getting as much support as he can for his program,
'
and the enactment of a program through the Congress.
but I felt that in no way pushed into any type of
support. That is why'I think that, the meeting this
evening was ve~y good.
,: You' know, a Governor being a Chief Exe,cutive
has something in common with the President, who is also
a Chief ,Executive in te,rms of understanding the total
managerial
responsibility of a 'budget.
,
.
I j\lst' am very happy that we were give,n the,
opportunity because there was no support requested.
There was no way I th;i.nk to use this meeting to simply
say won't you help us se11 the program'. It was mOre
in terms of talking about the underlying problems
facing the country and the approach the President was
offeri'ng. '
, ,
I frankly appreciate it very much, the
opportunity to meet in this type of atmosphere.
Q
Governor, would youX' State be affected
at all by the increase in import fees?

GOVERNOR ASKEW: Yes, it would. We would
wind up paying $1.20 a barrel as a finished product in
residual, and we depend substantially on foreign
imports for the generation of electricity, so we
obviously would be affected and we understand that.
But also, the program is intended to try to
balance the use of energy not just completely on the
automobile since Florida is a State that depends upon
tourism as well, so we have to be concerned not
only about the reasonableness of utility bills, but
we have to be also concerned about the impact of
gasoline and the cost of gasoline and availability of
gasoline as far as tourism is concerned.
MORE'
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Q Governor Waller, could we get your
assessment of this plan?
GOVERNOR WALLER: I think, ladies and
gentlemen, I personally feel the President made a
great overture of statesmanship here, and he exhibited
a camaraderie with the establishment of State
governments here tonight.
I think this is a rather historic meeting
in that we were not called'upon to agree with the
President, but we had a dialogue with the President
and we exchanged the State's view with that of the
Feder~l view, and we came to an understanding that the
Nation is facing the problem of the century, there
is no doubt about that.
May I make this point: The President was
emphatic--andI think this bears emphasis -- the
President was emphatic that his program to Congress
could be amended, could be changed, could be added to,
and could be taken away from.
I think the gauntlet has been laid before.
Congress now to act, and the States are in trouble on
energy, on the economy, the Nation is in trouble,
and we stand today, I think, at the eros'sroads of a
very serious crisis that can be solved by teamwork
in the Congress with the: Executive Branch at the
Federal level and with the State government, both
State and local governments, so we reached'no conclusion
but I think we have reached an understanding that by'·
working together we can solve the problem.
.

MORE
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Q
Governor Waller, what is your own opinion of
the President's proposals on energy and the economy?

'GOVERNOR WALLER: Well, I approachit with trep
idation in the area that it does not help the working men and
women in Mississippi and it penalizes the lower and middle
income people tremendously, when you think of gasoline going up
10 to 15 cents per gallon, the home utilities going up 20
percent and the income tax refund and other pass through
benefits are not consistent, in nature nor size. We would
like to know that the Nation's energy policy is more
specific, that the opportunity to explore and to find additional
sources of energy are acted upon with greater dispatch.
We are willing to work not as a person or State that just
simply objects to what the President has proposed but try
to find a more expedient remedy for the average income people
in this Nation.

Q

Did you tell the President this?

GOVERNOR WALLER:

Yes, sir.

We in the Middle South, I think, have some 80 per
cent, maybe as high as 90 percent, of the oil and gas
reserves which are as yet unexplored. The Outer Continental
Shelf offers unknown, unmeasured quantities of oil and gas,
and yet, we Seem to be sitting on our hands, both on
Federal lands that are owned, uplands, and Federally'
controlled Outer Continental Shelf lands that are not being
explored.'
We are worried about the lethargy and apathy of
the Nation toward an emergency Marshall Plan type of
recovery program for energy, but I do want to say this,
President Ford is working, and he is attempting to stay in
communication with the States and, hopefully, we can share
the solution to the problems together, not just simply
disagree because lam a Democrat and he is a Republican.
I appreciate him coming here tonight, and I appreciate the
opportunity to discuss possible solutions.

Q
Governor Waller, what specifically did you
tell him about his proeram?
GOVERNOR WALLER: We spoke 100 percent opposed to .
rationing. We spoke in terms of speeding up the free
enterprise system of supply and demand toward the acquisition
of new sources of energy. ' I asked him, personally, to speed
up the use of coal as an energy source for generating
electricity. And the Middle South area, the offshore lands
of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas are
available,and the States will cooperate to explore
offshore on the Outer Continental Shelf. And we offered our
cooperation in that area in particular.
Q

Are all Governors opposed to gas rationing?'

GOVERNOR WALLER: I think I would be accurate in
saying all -- and I believe there were eight Governors -
are opposed to rationing at the consumer level. I have a
document that I delivered to the President, which I sug
gested the possibility of import quotas cutting down the
supply by quotas as opposed to tariff, the tariff being
inflationary and other complexities related to the economy
and other factors.
MORE
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Q
But, Governor, was there a consensus of the
opposition you expressed to the President's plan?
GOVERNOR WALLER: Yes. I am not sure that the
President's plan was opposed 100 percent by me or any other
Govern9r. We are willing to work with the President's plan
in modifying the_plan and adding to and amending the plan
that Congress might accept. I think the one thing that I
gained from the Conference was, it is up to Congress; that
the 296 page proposal by the President allows for amend~
ments and changes that Congress might want to make, but
the action has to cqme now from Congress.
Let's look at it this way: $1 a barrel in Februar.y,
$2 a barrel in March, $3 per barrel in April is on. ·If it
comes off, Congress has to take it off. I think that is
cl~ar- from, what the President said.
He has acted, and
any changes in the augmentation of the program has to 'come
from Congress.

Q

But do you want Congress to take it off?

GOVERNOR WALLER:
Q

I support that to date.

What about the other Governors, was there a

consensus?
GOVERNOR WALLER: They would have to answer that.
I am not sure we had that sound~ng.

Q
Do you really think the President helped
himself get any support by coming here and talking?
GOVERNOR WALLER: Yes, sir. I think any time
the political leadership elected by the people can establish
a dialogue, it is a major step forward.
Seventy-five percent of us were Democrats, and
25 percent of those attending were Republicans. And here
is one-half of the 25 percent.
GOVERNOR HOLSHOUSER:
further

Gentlemen, if there are no

questions,-~

Q
Do you support the President's program,
being a Republican?
GOVERNOR HOLSHOUSER: Basically, I do. I think
any person would find room for disagreement about details here
and there, but I think it is importan~ not only for the
political leadership of this country but for the people of
this .,cpunt:ry, to understand that the free world today~,- .
Western industrY, in particular.. -is looking to the United
States as the only hope of leadership in an international
energy crisis and economic crisis, and if we fail to
respond by drift or inaction, we are not going to meet our
challenge of leadership at this particular time in the
history of this universe.
MORE
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I think we have to recognize~that times are not
easy; thepe are going to be some sacrifices for people to
make. But I am convinced that the American people are
willing to make those sacrifices, and .we.have certainly
done it in our State. Last year, North Carolina had an
energy conservation. program that conserved lS percent
natural gas, better than 8 percent electricity and so
on down the line.

MORE

- e
Q Governor, do you think the people of
your State would be ready to aooept the President's
program?
GOVERNOR HOLSHOUSER: I am sure there will
be those who would disagree here and there. I think
the thing that peop~e have to understand is that ~~he
President's program is exaot1y that. It isa p~gram.
It is not a pieoemeal set of ideas thrown together.
What Governor Waller said about that large
dooument that is going to Congress symbolizes the faot
that it is a sophistioated intertwined series of
reoommendations that make a great deal of sense.

Q Governor, oou1d you tell us what you think
of the $52 billion defioit and its 'impaot in regard
to inflation?
GOVERNOR HOLSHOUSER: I think this is an
area in whioh all of us have to have some oonoern
beoause there is no question that a major part in
the rise of inflation over the past months has been
the rise in interest rates.
Interest rates are starting to oome down
now. A large Federal 'defioit will have some impaot.
I think it is obvious that the most serious oha11enge
right now is the ability of the Congress to resist
the temptation to further inorease that projeoted
defioit and really put us in the hole where interest
rates and the Federal demand on the money market is
oonoerned.

Q

Did the President explain to you why
his budget oa11s for e peroent unemployment this year,
7.9 peroent the next year, 7 point something the year
after that, and not getting down until under 6 peroent
in 1980?
GOVERNOR HOLSHOUSER:

No, he did not.

Q

Governor, did you have any speoifio
reoommendations to make to the President of what you
would like to see implemented?
GOVERNOR HOLSHOUSER: Of oourse, one of
the things we are espeoia11y interested in in North
Carolina, beoause of our unique situation where
natural gas is oonoerned, is having the regulation and
a11ooation of natural gas made a nationwide program,
perhaps under the Federal Energy Administration, so
that all of .our energy resouroes oou1d be a1100ated
within one agenoy_

MORE
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We face right now a ~l percent shortage
in natural gas compared with the national shortage
of about l~ percent, and it is causing us very
serious problems.
It is causing us problems in
fertilizer production that are going to have effects
nationwide, and we face some real challenges there.

Q

Do you favor deregulation of natural

gas?
GOVERNOR HOLSHOUSER:

Q

Yes, we do.

Why do you think the President's poll

is so low?

..

..'

GOVERNOR.
HOLSHOUSER: .1 think it is a general
.
now around the country w~th the fact
that the combination of energy and economics have
gotten -more difficult.

mala~se r~ght

".,

"

,

They are starting to ,pinch, and it is just
a n~turaltendency to blame it ,on the guy at the
top, no matter how long he has been in and no ,matter
.
how much of an opportunity he has had to correct ~t.
Fr,ankly, I think, you;will see some significant
improvement as th~ country moves forward in the months
ahead.

.

Q Governor Wallace, would you tell us
what you told the President your concerns were?
GOVE,RNOR WALLACE: I did like most of the
other Govepnors. ' Of course , we listened to the President
and we ,dis'cussed his proposal and other proposals that
have been suggested by Members of the Congress, but, as
some of the other Governors have said, he was not
trying to put a hard sell, but let me point out that
all of us recognize, and so expressed, to the ,President,
I believe, that this country and Western civilization
today faces probably some of the most, serious,times
in its history.
And even though we must be optimistic and
we do have -- as some have said -- resiliencies of the
American people that is going to come out ,of it -
talking about specifics of the program -- but someone
must act, the President and the Congress.
I would say this: We have got to forget
partisanship because this is a matter that affects
all the American people.
MORE
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He has a program -- and I do not know that I
agree with all the program -- but the point is this:
He has offered a program and now it is up to the
Congress, to themselves, to either accept the program
or come up with an alternative and do it within a
reasonable per~od of t~me.

I would say, though, that sometimes those
in government -- we don't want any ove~eaction to the
point that action.further down the line makes us
in worse shape than we are at the present time.
I am just like all of those in government.
If I knew all the answers to these problems that face
us, I would be the head man now. And if any of you
knew all the answers, you would be the head man,and
I would like for you to be,the head man.
I would say this is negative, but for
20 years we have been saying this is coming on~ The
liberals in this country have said the more money you
spend-the richer you are going to get. The more money
you give away, which brings no productive 'return, the
better you are going to be.

,'r

-,+
"

And the fellow out here working for a living _
everyday said, "That is not going to work," and
he was right in the final analysis.
The President now is President at a
time when it would be difficult for me or you or anyone
else to be President. I just want the President to
move with some initiative, and if the Congress doe,S
not"_like that initiative, I want them to use their
knowledge and expertise to come up with some alternate
program that will help us in the shortrun and the
longrun.
Now, I think it is great that the President
would come here and talk to the Governors of the S'bates.
This is sort of history as far as I am concerned. I do
not know that on a regional basis it has been done
before.
But I do think that all of us know that we
are in some perilous times • 'I don i t know what, that
is saying to you, but you know we have inflatdon in'
all the Wes~ern world, not only in the United States,
but this is the only country in the Western world that
really has the ability to offer the leadership to hold
things together, and that we must do.
MORt

·

"

.~

"
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We must seek out alternates, we-~ust
dev~lop other energy sites, and other energy sources,
and -I '~ml'ght point out that we have many States on
certain parts of the ocean-front who 'a-lso! objected
to the e'xplorAtion on the' Outer ~_ContinentaI Shelf'
adjacent to th~ir States, but at thesan'l~timethey
want oil, but' you' Jus't cannot have explorat ion off of
Alabama,. 'M~,S a..is slipp~~rid LOuisIana:, and ~a:t i.s ty all
the States.' '. "
- ,
' , "
It is going to have to be a realization of
everyone that we 'are going to have to give and take
insofar: as erivironmental mafters are concerned and
otherwise.
Next question.

,,'

Q Governor, did you get the impression
from President Ford that he would be willing to compromise
his program with the Congress?'
GOVERNOR WALLACE: When you s~y compromise
his program,I think' his opening speech "to the Congress .
was he wanted con9i1iation and compromise, but he says"
he has offered a competitive program that is not
disjointed and thrown together and, of course, there
always is room and will be under our system for
compromise and change.
'I would like to point out that the ~emocrats,
of which I beJo.ng to" that party, are in a majority
in the Congress. We have some very libe'ral Democrats
now who are elected, and I want to point out what one
Governor said, of one of the largest States in the
Union: "They have been given a chance, not a maridate,
and they have been given a chance to help, and if they
think that that was a mandate to liberalize, to the
extent of what I have been talking about a moment ago,
I am sure they are going to find out in the next
election they are mistaken."
I am sure the President would have to
compromise if the Congress did not accept his pacKage,
and I do not know whether I agree with all the package
or not. I have not given it as thorough a study as
I will in the future, but t~e President certainly is
reasonable.
I want to say that even though I might not
agree with all of it, I will say he is trying to
exert some leadership and that is what we need,
whether it be Republican or Democrat.
MORE
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Q Governor, do you agree with the
President's approach toward saving, conserving fuel
by raising the prices?
GOVERNOR WALLACE: I do not know whether I
agree with it PI' not. I am worried about the rising
of prices of fuel and its ultimate impact upon the
great middle class in this country. I think the
President himself.:is conc"erned about the fact that
any sort of program calling for any s,ort of .~sacrifice
has to be made, but the point is, something other .
than overreaction must take place.
We are all going to have "to sacrifice, :put
we want to see --what I think the .P·resident can. do,
and the Governors can do -- is to try to build up' p.op~;.,
in the American people that we are eventually going
to come out of it. I think 'UIlany of them are losing
hope at the present time, and that in itself is not
good.
man.

Q
Governor, you spoke ,of being the pe.ad
Would you like to be the head man?

GOVERNOR WALLACE: I did not come over
here running ,for the he~d man tonight.

Q

Tomorrow?

GOVERNOR WALLACE: Let me say this.: I
do not know wh~ther I am going to be the head man
or want to be th~,head. man, but I would m~_.a better
head man than some of them. that I have heard,. want .'
to be the head~an. That is about all I can say.

MO~

,1 .•.
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Q

Anyone in particular?

GOVERNOR WALLACE:

No, several in particular.

Q
Governor, do you feel the Congress is not
exerting leadership right now?
GOVERNOR WALLACE: I think there" is too much
,
fragmentation in Congress right now. They spend about half their
time on rules ',' 'changE7s w:n.il.e people are suffering inflation.
Now, rule changes are all right, but I think what
the American people want -- they don't care who is the head of
this committee or that committee -- what they want is so~e
action that is going to help them meet the economic problems
they now face,. So, I think Congress is going to have to get
down to work, and I think the onus i~ 'going to be also on
the Democratic Party and the I)emocrats in'the Congress since
they have such a large marjority. ' I think they almost, over
did themselves in the last election.
'
Q: . Governor, do you agree with the President" s
proposal' to save $~7 billion by slowing down Social 'Security
benefits, increasing cost of food stamps, cutting back public
welfare programs and so on?
GOVERNOR WALLACE:

I did not get his question.

Q
I am sorry. I asked whether you agreed with
the President's proposal to save $17 billion by slowing down
Social Security benefits, increasing the cost of food stamps'
and cutting back on public welfare and so on.
GOVERNOR WALLACE: I don't want to see anyone
who needs welfare to be hurt by any program. Let me point out
about food stamps for instance.
You know I was a student in ,college, but we have
a program, where, for instance, if a student's income is
of such level he can qualify for food stamps, whether his
family can or not. And I think maybe we are going a little
bit too far on some of the programs w1'\en someone comes
from an affluent family, able to send their child to college
and he winds up on a food stamp program.
, ,I think the whole welfare program needs some review,
because there are thousands and thousands of people on welfare
that, if they would allow some review of it, you would find
should not be on it and that in turn, would help those who
actually need to be on welfare. I don't want to see anybody
cut on welfare that needs to be on welfare, but I believe
there are many people on welfare that ought not to be, which
maRy studies have shown.
No, I don't want to hurt anybody who needsh~lp,
because I know from actual experience what it costs people
who are in centers like I have been and so forth. I am not going
to prolong that. I am not enlightening you much because
there is really not much to say.
MORE
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Q
Governor, did the President help himself in
any way that is going to be reflected in pressure going back
to Washington on the Congress'? What has he really accomplished
being here today'?
GOVERNOR WALLACE: I thirl< the President helps
himself in going around to different sections of the country,
yes. I think, in talking to the Governors of States -
because Governors of States are affected by many prbgrams,
highway programs and other programs,and I think that when
he has dialogue with the Governors of the States on a
regional basis -- that it is helpful to the President and
helpful to us and, in turn, helpful to the people.

Q
But do you think any of you who met with
him tonight are going to be calling your Congressmen
tomorrow to support his program?
GOVERNOR WALLACE: I could not say about that. I
would, say this,though, that when you listen to the President,
you certainly come away with a feeling -- a man Who is in
the most powerful position in the'world -- of the urgency
of the situation. I felt it was urgent and knew it was
urgent, but I think it is more urgent now than, probably,
I might have understood, had I not been with the President.

Q 'Governor, would it be correct to say you
gentlemen applaud his strategy of trying to jolt Congress into
action, but you have reservations about the contents of the
program?
GOVERNOR WALLACE: Well, the program is so com
prehensive and complex I do not know whether I am for all'the
program or not, but the point is, those in government at the
Federal level must take some action. And it is not the
President necessarily that wants the Congress to act) it is
the people themselves. I do not think they want them to
overreact, but I think they want them to act.

Q
Governor, last fall, the President put forth
a program which included a call for a 5 percent surtax, and
he called on Congress to act swiftly. Do you think that
was a good idea?
GOVERNOR WALLACE: They acted swiftly, I think, as
I recall. I mean, they acted swiftly in the sense that they
let him know they were going to reject it, and that is
swift action. If they are going to reject this program, then
they ought to come forward with one -- I have heard many
folks say, "We need this, maybe this sort of program, maybe
this sort, in the Congress."
'
If they are going to reject the program, they
ought to come forward with one.

Q
Would it be fair to say that you, in your
discussions with the President, discussed generalities
but did not bring up any specific proposals to him?
MORE
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GOVERNOR WALLACE: I spoke, like most of us . did, .in
generalities of course, but I do say that the time" has come -
and I did say this to the President, and I am sur~ he
realized it "%- .it is time for· strong ·action in the sense of
whatever program you are pushing, push it, and if.'ft" is
not accepted by the. Congress, let them come up with their
own

progr~m.

_

':!

':'

QTo follow that up, there may be a number of ,
Members in Congress looking to you personally as to leadership
as to what you would recommend. Will you be making any
specific, concrete' proposals?
proposals?

GOVERNOR WALLACE:
Q

Did I make any specific, concrete

Will you be?

GOVERNOR WALLACE: You may not caLl thi$ concrete,
but I would say. that the proposal that we talked abo.ut,
several Governors, was that we must go ahead and develop
alternatesources of energy and we· must also· tap~.•the energy
that is aV;;1i.lable on the Outer Continental Shelf because
we cannot continue to pay $25 to $30 billion for foreign
oil. We also suggested that we have billions of ~ons of coal
in this country and that has to be used. We have it in
Alabama.

Q
Governor Wallace, is it possible that next year
you and Governor Carter may•be.in a primary in.a .
Southern
State together? Do you thl.nk he would take an'y votes away
from you?
~J

GOVERNOR WALLACE: Listen, we were here with.
the President, you know, meeting, and I do not know whether
I am going to be running o~ not. All the folks that are
running are' fine, high-type people. That is about a~l I have
to say.
Q

When do you think you will make up your mind?

GOVERNOR WALLACE:" T will make it.. up a little later
on. I have things to do in Alabama, and I am going to.get to
that later. But let's don't talk about the Presidential
.
campaign.· Weare facing something more important than that
at the present time.
Q

Thank you, Governor.·
MGRE
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MR. NESSEN: I can maybe fill in, one or
two blank spots for you, .if you care to.
Let me just say overall that you notice.
every time we go outo! town we have a 'midnight
briefing. Let me just say this geneI'ally, and then I
am going to go through very quickly because I think
you have heard about everything that went on at the
meeting.

"

Let me say this: There was ,surprisingly
little disagreement expressed over the President's
program, either 'economic program or energy program.
In fact, there was unanimous support of the President's
broad goals, although some questions were raised about
specific details.
, All of' the Governors expressed support for
independence in oil as the key to surviv.al of the free'
world. There was also unanimous support for the anti-'
recession tax cut, 'also for holding the' budget' at no
more than the level the President recommended,
also for not cutting any more deeply into the defense
spending.
'

and

To run very quickly through the evening: a.S
I told some of you earlier', the,meet:.1.ng begari. " ,in the
suite, where there was a brief discussion initiated
by Governor Askew of releasing the highway fun~that
have been impounded and the President said, IIWe will
give that a real hardlook. u
Then the Governors and the President and
the others came down to dinner here next door. The
menu was lobster for an appetizer and roast beef.
Cap Weinberger had to leave early, so he
gave his presentation first .. ' It was a techni~al dis
cussion of changes in the mat'ching ;fund formula. There
were some questions" and answers about the technical
matters involved in that.
."
Then the President said if Congress does
not go along with the $17 billion in reductions he has
proposed, the deficit will go to $69 billion instead
of $52 billion.
Then there was discussion of food stamps,
and Governor James Edwards said he had recently visited
a college where he saw two cases of beer in a student's
room which they had bought with food stamps.
MORE
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Cap Weinberger said the food stamp program
had gone from . $65 milli'On to' $6, billion. ~He said it
was an absolutely perpendicular rise in this program,
and there was no opposition to those views expressed
by the Governor.
I am going to skip along here.'
Jim Lynn talked about how if the budget
deficit does go higher,there will :be competition'
for funds, the go-vernmeht soaking up all the money and
interest rates going'up. This could cut off the
expected increase in the',housing construction,.
and that would hurt the recovery from this recession.'
The ITesident fo,llowed up by saying the
government always comes first when it borrows money'
and that this would dry up money for housing, private
investment, States and local governments. trying to
borrow.
He said, if my friends on the Hill won't
hold down government spending in a wholesome way,
money will dry up because the government will have to
borrow a lot more money and there won't be enough
available for the other people who need to borrow .
money.
That is a paraphrase, as you may have noticed.
I cannot actually read my notes anymore is the problem.
Then'he went into a discussion 'of how people
want to allocate creditor ration money, ashe put it,
and he said, "Who 'is going to decide how much goes for
housing, automobiles, State and local financing. I
don't want to be on that board."

Q

Who said that?

MR. NESSEN: The :President said that. There
was a discussion of deregulating natural gas, in
which-Governor Holshouser at least supported that.. There
was a discussion of fertilizer shortages and assurances
that steps were being taken to allocate fuel so there
would not be a great fertilizer shortage.
The President then outlined in some detail
his energy program. He said, some people are calling
for limits on imports, but that is no good because ,there
would be no incentive for new sources within the United
States and the Council of Economic Advisers have
told him a limit on imports would have a most adverse
effect on the economy.
He said it was considered, but it was
rejected because of what the Council of Economic
Advisers had said about its effect on the economy.
MORE
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Q

Are you talking about the import of

oil?
MR. NESSEN: Yes, it would have a most
adverse effect on the economy and, therefore, it was
considered but rejected.
The President then told how much we will
be spending for foreign oil by 1977, which is $32 .
billion. He said we just cannot afford that. '~e
have got to cut back. He said our domestic production,
is going down, and we have to convince the. oil. countr.i~s.
that we mean business.
The President 'said the tariff is on and it
is going to stay on and go up until Congress a:trt.s.
Then :the President outlined his economic program
in some detail. He also told about the auto companies
agreeing in writing to increase the miles per gallon.
by 40 percent while the Federal Government increased
the clean air standards up to the California level.
There was discussion about greater use of
coal, whi'ch most of the Governors or all· the Go\re~nors.
there agreed with. Then the President talked about
the defense budget, and he said that the defense budget
that he had recommended was needed for several reasons •
. One was to modernize and build new Navy
ships. He said, "We have a very serio'usobsolescence
problem." He also s·aid that the B-l!' 'iii9.s· needed to
replace the~-52, which is now getting to be 15 and
20 years old and that by the time the B-1 was in full
operation, the B··52s would be nearly 25 years old.
He also said the Trident submarines were
needed to replace the old Polaris and some of the
Pos~idon subm.~ines.
He said, "Manpower has been cut
to 2.• 1 million in the military', which '<is lower than
before the Ko~ean War, but salaries in the military
have gone up Until they now account for 51 or 52 percent'
of the defense budget."
He also explained that the defense budget
has gone down as a percentage of the budget and has also
gone down as a pero~ntage of the Gross National Product
and has either been flat or gone down in t~rms of .
constant dollars, taking into account inflation.
MORE
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Then there was a discussion of the environ
ment as it was affected by the energy program, and
the President said that Russell Train agrees to every
thing we proposed. Frank Zarb said the resistance of
the environmentalists has been dissipating in the
last couple of months.
He said the pendulum is swinging back the
other way. He said we can reach our energy goals without
violating our environmental goals. And then the
President, in answer to the question that Steve asked
a couple of times, the President reminded the Governors
that they would all be coming to Washington, I
think, :" February 20 for the National Governors Winter
Meeting, and that it would be a good time" for the
Governors to talk to their Congressional delega~ions
and urge their Congressmen to take action on'both the
economic and the energy programs.
He said,"You peopre are out on the
firing line and you can be helpful in getting
Congres's to move." And with that, everybody bid each
other a fond good night.
I must say the mood of the meeting ~- nobody
expressed any strong outspoken opposition to the
President's program. There was, as I say, agreement
with the goals.

Q Ron, why were you surprised by what you
said was not disagreement? Why did that come as a
surprise?
MR. NESSEN: Because I heard Helen ask the
President earlier whether anybody had been in favor of
his program.

Q

In what context did gas rationing come
up? Did the President raise it or did the Governors
raise it and also, in that same general framework, was
the subject of an excise tax on the gasoline discussed
at any point?
MR. NESSEN: No, it was not, and rationing
came up in a very minor way. It was simply the
Governors saying they did not like it.
Jim tells me that the Governors took a
straw vote on rationing before we got here, and so it
was them expressing the results of their stnaw vote.
MORE
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Q.

Which was unanimous against it?

MR. NESSEN:

Yes •

Was .any of the discussion off the
by mutual consent?
.Q

~eco~

MR. NESSEN:
Q.

No.

Ron, any

~eaction

to Ways ,and Me.ans?

MR. NESSEN: No. I am not even clear on all
the details ox the Ways and Means vote. I think we
have to wait and see precisely what they did before
we,can ~eact.
Q

. Have you confirmed any future travel?

·MR.NESSEN.:

No, nothing has been confirmed.

Q How about tomorrow morning? A~e you
going to give usa review of what happens at the editor's
breakfast?
MR. NESSEN: Yes. I will give you a fil1
in on what hap?ens at the editor's breakfast.

Q . What time?
MR. NESS~N: I don't know what time it is
over, but whenever it is over.

Q

Here?

MR. N:8SS?N: The breakfast is over at 9:15,
according to this, so let's .say here at 9: 30.
Q

A .briefing here at 9: 3~.?

MR. NESSEN:
THE PRESS:

Yes.
Thank you, Ron.
END

(AT 12:12 A.M.

EST)

